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Annual Report Submission Instructions:
This Annual Report of your Academic Department is intended to serve as a summary of
departmental activities over the past year and as an outline of plans for the upcoming year.
Please note that responses are limited to the space provided below for each prompt and do
not need to be written in narrative form (you are welcome to use bullet points/lists, as
appropriate).
Please submit your Academic Department 2017-18 Annual Report to your Dean via email by
May 31st. When submitting your report, please also “CC” Sheila Jones, Dean of Instructional
Support.
For your reference, prior year reports (2016-17) can be found on the Instructional Support
website. Course Transferability Charts and Course Review and Revision lists (see pages 14
and 15) can also be found here. If you have any questions about prior year reports or wish to
obtain a copy of a report, please contact Sheila Jones, Dean of Instructional Support,
sheilajones@grcc.edu or x4289.
Part I: Report on 2017-18 Progress
Part I is intended to provide a “big picture” overview of your department’s activities during
this past academic year. When completing the sections below, please consider the main
points/highlights of each category and limit your responses to the space provided in the text
boxes below.
Current Year Goals & Outcomes
This section asks you to provide details about the status of your department’s goals and
outcomes for this past year.
I. Improve the use of ALEKS PPL
a. For the first year's cohort of students, there were 1848 students who took the ALEKS placement and 6.0%
went on to study and re-take the test.
b. For this year's cohort of students, there were 6095 students who took the ALEKS placement and 16.4%
went on to re-take the test. Better.
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II. Implementing support for students who place into MA 97 or below.
a. A group that included admin and staff from various parts of the school, primarily
coordinated through Student Success, helped create the Math Prep and Learning Lab.
b. The lab was shown to be significantly beneficial to those students who came and
used its services.
c. The ALEKS placement test scores were shown to be far better as a predictive
measure than anything we had used before.
III. GRCC Outstanding Math Student.
a. The department (headed by Nancy Forrest and Curt Baragar) created 3 awards
and had our first set of students to be honored.
i. Math Perseverance Award for MA 097 - MA 107
ii. Math Perseverance Award for MA 108 - MA 257
iii. Outstanding Mathematics Student

- Nereida Villarrea
- William Palmer
- Jason Ross

IV. MA 257
a. After research and discussion, the department has decided to split MA 257 into
separate Differential Equations and Linear Algebra courses.

V. Separating Mathematics from Natural Science to become its own General
Education category.
a. Done. And learning objectives specific to Math were developed.
VI. MA 138
a. While remaining "on the books" we have decided to stop offering MA 138 as a
companion course to MA 133 and simply incorporate it into the course itself, as we had
been doing for the night sections in the past.
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Departmental Professional Development
In this section, please provide details about your department’s emphasis for professional
development during this year.

One of our departmental goals this year had to do with incorporating technology into
our classes. There are many possibilities that have developed recently. So, this year,
as part of individual faculty members' professional development, we learned about the
use of Desmos, WebWorks, 3-D printing, etc. There were other professional
development concepts such as Mindset, Culturally Sensitive Strategies, and
Strategies for Addressing Bias and Barriers.
This next year we will share what we have learned, focusing on anything that we, as a
department, believe would benefit our students.

Departmental Advising Plan & Outcomes
In this section, please describe your department’s advising plan and outcomes for this year.

I. We continued to advise students who are in our classes about what math course comes next.
II. We continued to advise students who are coming onto campus for mandatory testing about ALEKS PPL and how
they can use it.
III. We, in combination with Student Success, developed a plan to advise students on the last day of Fast-Track and
On-Track courses.
IV. We continued to support email advising through the address grccmathadvisor@grcc.edu
V. We began to advise students through texting (616-202-5495). To date, his has almost exclusively been used by
the Math Prep and Learning Lab.
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Program Accreditation Updates
In this section, please provide details regarding any program accreditation or re-accreditation
that occurred this past year, if applicable.
N/A
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Learning Outcomes Assessment Data & Findings on Past Year’s Projects
In this section, please summarize your department’s assessment work for this year, outlining
the General Education Learning Outcomes (GELOs), Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs), or
Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) assessed, the assessment measure, the findings, and the
improvements planned based on the findings. In doing so, please reflect on the work you’ve
done with regards to assessment, outlining what your department needs to be done next and
why it will help to improve student learning.
If you have any needs for professional development or additional support regarding learning
outcomes assessment, please include that information as well.
Instead of completing this section for Career & Professional Programs, you may also attach your
Annual Assessment Tracking sheet as a separate document, if applicable.
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Working with the Gen Ed team, we were able to create the following GLOs:
GRCC defines Mathematics as learning mathematical concepts and developing
analytical skills to stimulate curiosity, encourage quantitative thinking, and develop
mathematical maturity. Students will learn mathematical reasoning and experience
some of its application. This mathematical thinking contributes to the students’
development as critical thinkers; and in turn, students understand how mathematical
reasoning is a uniquely effective method of describing and analyzing the human
experience.
In order for a GRCC course to be designated as Mathematics, it must be specifically
aligned with at least three of the outcomes listed below.
•Interpret results from quantitative solutions.
•Evaluate information presented in verbal, tabular, symbolic, or graphical form.
•Analyze problems to identify appropriate methods with which to solve problems.
•Discern relevant and irrelevant information to solve problems.
•Utilize problem-solving strategies and/or techniques to find quantitative solutions.
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Part II: Plan for Upcoming Year
Part II is intended to provide a guide for your department’s plans for the upcoming year with
regards to the following: Operational Goals and/or Plans, Curriculum Goals and/or Plans,
Learning Outcomes Assessment Plans, and Advising Plans. When answering the questions or
completing the sections below, please consider the main points/highlights of each category.
A. Operational Goals and/or Plans
What are your departmental goals and plans for 2018-19? (Some examples may include, but
are not limited to, student recruitment, marketing programs, and/or courses, improving course
transferability, outlining a communications and/or advising plan for students in an Academic
Pathway, etc.) Please include any external sources that have influenced your departmental
goals and/or plans.

I. Improve the use of ALEKS PPL
a. For the first year's cohort of students, there were 1848 students who took the
ALEKS placement and 6.0% went on to study and re-take the test. For this year's
cohort of students, there were 6095 students who took the ALEKS placement and
16.4% went on to re-take the test. Better. But nowhere near good enough.
b. Data from both years showed that 80% of students who used the Prep and
Learning Module (PPL) and re-took the placement moved up at least one course. Yet
only 1 out of 6 students are taking advantage of it. That ratio should be more like 5 out
of 6.
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Are your goals targeting any Perkins or Key Performance indicators? If yes, please explain.

No.

What resources do you need to accomplish your departmental goals for the upcoming year?
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Do you need support from other departments to accomplish these goals? If yes, please explain.

Yes. We need cooperation with other groups like advising, student success,
orientation, etc.
Now that we are using pathways, it is apparent that math courses are a priority 1 level
for nearly everyone. Since the data shows that our placement, prep and learning
module can help a vast majority of students get through their math requirements more
quickly, everyone needs to get on board that it isn't a barrier, but a help. And we need
to pass that message on to students.

Do you need professional development in order to accomplish these goals? If yes, please
explain.
I don't think the Math Department does. But maybe we could set up educating other
people as part of their professional development.
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For each of your departmental goals/plans/projects, please list the name of the lead faculty
member(s) involved.
I. Improve the use of ALEKS PPL - Dana Sammons

For each of your departmental goals/plans/projects, please provide a brief timeline for
completion.
I. Improve the use of ALEKS PPL - improve every year for as long as it takes. Anything
that involves essentially every student and can save them a total of more than
$1,000,000 annually should be a high priority.
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B. Curriculum Goals and/or Plans
What are your departmental curriculum development goals and plans for 2018-19? You may
reference the course review and revision list (found in the Google Drive folder) when answering
this question and outlining your department’s plan for revising courses, as appropriate. Please
include plans with regards to online/hybrid course development, if applicable. Please also
include any external sources that have influenced your departmental curriculum goals and/or
plans.
I. Courses in the works:
a. Online MA 127
b. Linear Algebra stand alone course
II. Courses to be researched and developed:
a. Corequisite classes
i. For students who score below a 7 on the ALEKS PPL
ii. To support students in MA 98 and MA 107
III. Alignment of algebra courses (97, 98, 107 and 110 in particular)
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Review of Department’s Curriculum Transferability
Please note: this section should be completed by all SAS Departments, Business, and CIS.
Using transferability data provided by Instructional Support, please summarize your
perceptions of how courses in your department transfer to our four-year university partners
and how this understanding will impact your curriculum goals for the upcoming year.
My summary: Nothing much has changed.
There are two courses we looked at this year: MA 138 and MA 257.
MA 138 doesn’t seem to transfer as anything but general math credit. However, there have
been a few students who have stated they needed to prove they were trained in using
MAPLE (essentially what MA 138 is about) for their engineering program at Western
Michigan. With that limited scope, we will probably only offer MA 138 as an independent
study type course for students who need it.
MA 257 transferability has been an issue. After much deliberation, we decided to phase into
having separate Differential Equations and Linear Algebra courses to improve this.
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Are your curriculum development goals targeting any Perkins or Key Performance Indicators? If
yes, please explain.
N/A

What resources do you need to accomplish these curriculum development goals?

I. Courses in the works: Time.

II. Courses to be researched and developed:
a. Corequisite classes
i. For students who score below a 7 on the ALEKS PPL. Time and $.
ii. To support students in MA 98 and MA 107. Time
III. Alignment of algebra courses (97, 98, 107 and 110 in particular). Time
Do you need support from other departments to accomplish these curriculum development
goals? If yes, please explain.

Yes, for II. Courses to be researched and developed:
i. For students who score below a 7 on the ALEKS PPL - Barb Bouthillier and
Nefertiti Williams
We hope to run a pilot of this through Student Success in Winter 2019. But, we
believe it should be discussed as to whether this ends up housed in the Math
Department eventually.
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For each of your departmental curriculum development goals/plans/projects, please list the
name of the lead faculty member(s) involved.
I. Courses in the works:
a. Online MA 127: Sang Lee
b. Linear Algebra and Differential Equations stand alone courses: Meghan
VanderMale and Brian Hadley leading (with many others involved).
II. Courses to be researched and developed:
i. For students who score below a 7 on the ALEKS PPL - Barb Bouthillier and
Nefertiti Williams
ii. To support students in MA 98 and MA 107 - Oscar Neal and Andrea Hayes
III. Alignment of algebra courses (97, 98, 107 and 110 in particular) - Shanna Goff,
Oscar Neal, Andrea Hayes and 1 other volunteer.

For each of your departmental curriculum development goals/plans/projects, please provide a
brief timeline for completion.
I. Courses in the works:
a. Online MA 127 - April, 2019
b. Linear Algebra and Differential Equations stand alone courses: Linear Algebra 2019. Differential equations - 2020.
II. Courses to be researched and developed:
a. Corequisite classes
i. For students who score below a 7 on the ALEKS PPL
ii. To support students in MA 98 and MA 107
Both to begin being offered as soon as possible after they are approved.
III. Alignment of algebra courses (97, 98, 107 and 110 in particular) - How to align
them complete by end of Winter 2019. Actual implementation of restructured
curriculum will depend on how significant the changes are, but for sure by the next
time the courses come up for Curriculog review.
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C. Learning Outcomes Assessment Plan for 2018-19
In this section, please outline your department’s plan for learning outcomes assessment work
for the upcoming academic year, outlining the General Education Learning Outcomes (GELOs),
Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs), or Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) that will be
assessed as well as the assessment instruments/measure that will be used.
GRCC defines Mathematics as learning mathematical concepts and developing
analytical skills to stimulate curiosity, encourage quantitative thinking, and develop
mathematical maturity. Students will learn mathematical reasoning and experience
some of its application. This mathematical thinking contributes to the students’
development as critical thinkers; and in turn, students understand how mathematical
reasoning is a uniquely effective method of describing and analyzing the human
experience.
In order for a GRCC course to be designated as Mathematics, it must be specifically
aligned with at least three of the outcomes listed below.
•Interpret results from quantitative solutions.
•Evaluate information presented in verbal, tabular, symbolic, or graphical form.
•Analyze problems to identify appropriate methods with which to solve problems.
•Discern relevant and irrelevant information to solve problems.
•Utilize problem-solving strategies and/or techniques to find quantitative solutions.
As this is the first year of using these GELOs, we will collect baseline data on all 5 of
the outcomes from final exams and/or projects.
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D. Departmental Advising Plan for 2018-19
In this section, please outline your department’s advising plan for the upcoming academic year.
I. We will continue to advise students who are in our classes about what math course
comes next.
II. We will continue to advise students who are coming onto campus for mandatory
testing about ALEKS PPL and how they can use it.
III. We, in combination with Student Success, will advise students on the last day of
Fast-Track and On-Track courses.
IV. We will continue to support email advising through the address
grccmathadvisor@grcc.edu and expand advising through texting (616-202-5495).
V. We will have a table for advising, on advising days and also at the Raider Rally.
VI. We will develop an overall departmental advising plan.

Part III: 2017-18 Faculty & Staff Accomplishments/Awards
Part III is intended to provide a space to share the accomplishments, awards, and/or
accolades achieved by faculty and staff in your department during the course of this past
year.
Carmen Andert completed the New Faculty Institute.
Brian Hadley attended the Great Teachers Seminar.
Meghan VanderMale helped at the Grant Summer Migrant Program.
Oscar Neal volunteered weekly at GRPS.
Alejandro Saldivar is a Board Member of the Trustees for the Association for the Blind
and Visually Impaired.
Sang Lee gave a presentation at MichMATYC.
Shanna Goff completed training and started a Faculty Learning Community..
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Thank you for completing this report. Please submit to your Dean via email and “CC” the
Dean of Instructional Support.
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